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About This Content

Jezioro Bestii or ‘Lake of the Beast’ is an 18-acre lake in the mountains of Poland. This scenic forest lake is a specialist predator
venue and has become famous for its monstrous residents including pike to over 50lbs, zander to over 20lbs and catfish to 85lbs.
Strong equipment and patience is needed if you hook one of these monsters, but the catch of a lifetime is a real possibility – just

mind those teeth when holding the fish!

That’s not all that this venue has to offer: there are also a number of coarse fish to go for including carp to over 40lbs, bream,
tench, roach, rudd and perch. With 13 different species to catch and 25 trophy fish to track down and successfully land, all your

skill and versatility will be needed to become a master of this venue!
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the game is pretty fun for what it is but there's not much replay vaulve in it. A very difficult game. Expect to die often. I suspect
it might be much easier to play with a gamepad. Based on my keyboard play, moving quickly enough before dying seemed to be
very challenging. The graphics seem to be procedurally generated, and are simplistic and retro, which may appeal to some. I'd
recommend to the developers an easier start into the game, ramping up the difficulty more gradually. As it stands, it's more
dying and not enough enjoyment.

Make up your own mind with gameplay https://youtu.be/HtME7jLlUNk. I'd advise you to view the announcements page before
purchasing this game. The recent update removed a bunch of content rather than adding more. It won't be returning for months
either.

Just like the last patch took so long. This is an early access game but progress is abnormally slow in compairison to other similiar
games. It hasn't recieved a content update since I've owned it.. Its a narrative heavy adventure title that alternates between 2
playable characters, with puzzles around but they are not generally too hard except the last one.

There are readings to be made, especially in the emails for clues. The game length last more than few hours, with more than 1
endings. Its rather well made but its pretty obvious that this is a retrofitted VR game, as there's no motion control feature. You
move around by teleportation, and you interact by aiming and clicking the trigger button.

There's no action at all. If you want a narrative heavy adventure title then yes you can consider it.. I guess you can't play it
anymore if you own a VR device w/o unplugging the device first. Keep that in mind before buying this.. cant progress without
paying.. Provides an additional 3 scenarios to the Edinburgh-Glasgow route.

Mainly deals with freight hauling to\/from specific locations.

I would possibly expect this loco to be integrated into other additional routes with this type of loco being fairly universal
throughout the British Isles\/UK.

Overall, decent. Can't complain.. Very short but deeply haunting. I'm trying to get it out of my head but it does have a lasting
effect. It's not very much a game as it is a story about depression, not how to overcome it but to wallow in it, because things are
as they are. You can't make choices to help your character crawl out of it. How it's vague adds to the eerieness, you don't have to
know exactly what happened, just that it did. Don't play it if you want something actiony, play it when you want to watch a very
sad movie. I do think the price is worth it.
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Warner bros spited on MK X, PC players and PC community. Has issues with routing and economy, but the watching the city
grow gradually is very rewarding.. You want to bring Plant VS Zombie to the Next Level?
You want to give a ' Usual Tower Defense game' some Kawaii aspect?
You want some VN Style game?

Just play this game Oredi :3. I don't understand all the positive reviews for this game. It's a very basic wave shoot... melee. You
will hear over and over again this phrase "You have to swing it like a real sword!"

Basically, 180 degrees in front of you and above, little flying demons will come at you while throwing balls of
fire\/shadow\/magic that hurt you. You are equipped with a shield and a sword. Supposedly you have these powers that you can
build up and use.

Unfortunately, you will be bored to tears. It's just a seemingly endless wave after wave of this same basic enemy type that
literally flies to you so you can melee them with your sword. They will stay in one spot for you after having flown around all
around you throwing balls of dark magic. It will take multiple swipes to eliminate these creatures. Your arm will get tired. You
will think to yourself, should I go on and keep playing to see if I can survive long enough to see something different (The store
description says there's a boss)

In the end, if you're like me, you will decide that your time is better spent on other, more interesting games. This isn't fun. Even
at the current Halloween sale price of $1.79 I cannot give a positive recommendation. It's just too boring and I can't get past the
sheer boredom and arm tiredness to press on to see if I can survive long enough to see somthing other than more of the same
(the screenshots show a purple fat boss looking enemy).

Rate 4\/10 Sale Price Rating ... would give 3\/10 at normal price of $6.99

note: I played this on the Oculus Rift with Touch Controllers and didn't notice any issues.. its like a♥♥♥♥♥♥♥in a hair curler.
Very hard game yet is fun to play and the retro experience is also very nice.. It's a cute game, but it's far from finished. Even on
the lowest graphics setting you can still hit patches of lag, frame rate dives, and random loading screens. The game also has lots
of sections that seem incomplete, and a few areas you can get stuck in. I would love it if there were more information available
for what's actually happening with the game. There is a very noticeable lack of instructions or even GUI. I wouldn't mind some
text once in awhile, as well as some sort of recognition within the game as far as progress goes. It's also not super clear where
you're supposed to go after the tutorial area.

As far as I can tell, Online Multiplayer/MMO doesn't actually do anything. You go to the statue, touch the globe, and get a laggy
loading screen, then nothing really happens.

I honestly think this game has a lot of potential, I really appreciate the changes that were made from the first game to this one. I
think that it will take some more work before it can really be considered a proper game, though.. Light and fun, I played with
daughter and she loved the bright look of the game and the fact that Robin was a girl.. At first, I liked the game. Controls are a
little bit nasty at the beginning, but soon you can handle it. Graphic style is quite cool, story is nice.
Played a little bit and then ... well, you meet all the caveats.
- Some screens holds tons of enemies. The red ones won't do much harm, but they're very annoying. Far too much of them.
Lacking of good level design, enemies are thrown at you. And more enemies. And even more enemies.
- The game is unfair. Enemies with weapons shoot at you before you can see them. And they are quite good shooters. While
they can hit you, it doesn't mean that you can do also vice versa. Nope. No chance.
- You aim, you shoot. WTF, I MUST have hit them. Well, can be. Often, it isn't.
- Pain in the♥♥♥♥♥to jump around with your character. Pressing a button of the gamepad would be too easy. You have to
move the controller stick upwards. No fun, if ... tons of enemies keep firing their bullets at you. Did I mention that they are
good shooters?

Sorry, could have been a good one!
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